We perform analytical and experimental investigation of the vertical motion of Dipterocarpus alatus seed, locally called Yang-na in Thailand. In this work, we assume the drag forces exerting on the Yang-na seeds depend only on the velocity. We derive equations of motion (EoMs) to physically parametrize the vertical motion of the seed and analytically solve to obtain the exact solutions. Interestingly, we observe that our predicted solutions are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. More precisely, the entire trajectory of the falling seed of Yang-na can be perfectly described by our predicted solutions. Remarkably, this work reasonably proves that seed dispersal characteristics of Yang-na is inherently straight downward. Finally, we believe that our achievement will be valuable to the large community of STEM/STEAM education to promote an understanding in the topic integrating mathematics, physics, biology, art and technology. Our framework constitutes learning model to improve the ability of creative thinking, analytical thinking and problem solving skills on the concept of forces and motion applicable from high school to college levels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dipterocarpus alatus, or Yang-na in Thai language, is one of the tree species in Dipterocarpaceae family. Yang-na trees can be used in house construction, plywood production and chock wood for train. Its rasin, a minor forest product, is a coating material to conserve wooden houses and boats. Because of the multi-purposes of Yang-na trees, they were intensively used. Some species in Dipterocarpaceae family are nearly extinct [1] in the countries of tropical lowland and rainforest (e.g. North America, Africa and Southeast Asia). In Thailand, since 1980s, the population of Yang-na has been decreasing [2] . In order to save this species for the next generation, Thai public has expressed the protection of Yang-na through law approach and scientific research. In a viewpoint of physicists, a seed of Yang-na can present its interesting motion. Yang-na trees have evolved seeds with two unique curvature wings, enabling them to be carried away by the wind when falling [3] . If the dynamics of the falling seed is understood, the location of the germinating seed will be predicted.
The process of the seed falling starts at 20 upto 40 meter-height of the tree. After a few seconds, the whole seed flips upside down to let the wings position at the upper part of its seed, and from this moment, the wings fully undergo air resistance, where the seed begins to rotate towards the ground. Rotation is a natural mechanism enabling the falling seed to slow down its descent, and a sense of rotation is generally dictated by right-left handedness [3] . Due to the intrinsic natural design, Yang-na seeds possess a geometrical right-left asymmetric wing morphology, allowing the seeds to rotate and disperse over the area in their surrounding. However, the seeds of Yang-na are larger and heavier compared with other species in the same tree family [6] . As a result, the dispersal of Yang-na seeds is reported to be poor, mostly around the mother tree [7, 8] .
The complex motion analogous to the seeds of Yang-na is also observed in those of maple, mahogany and Triplaris caracasana. A number of research groups conducted the studies to explain the motion of falling wing seeds. In 2009, Celso and Pedro [9] discussed about the vertical and rotational motion of the tri-wing seed. The vertical motion starting with the non-linear transient and followed by the final uniform terminal speed. They theoretically predicted the angular speed of the rotating seed and found its good agreement with their experiment.
Here, we use Tracker video analysis software to explore the vertical motion of the Yang-na seed and to test an underlying theory. Tracker is a free and open source software and can be downloaded at www.opensourcephysics.org [10] . It is widely used for analysing the movement of objects in a recorded video, especially for Physics education. For example, Eadkhong et. al. (2012) used Tracker to analyse the rotational motion of a spinning cylindrical plate to determine the moment of inertia [11] . In addition, Wee et. al. (2012) reported the use of Tracker to analyse the projectile motion of a tossing ball [12] . Kinchin (2016) applied Tracker to analyse the movement of a string pendulum to demonstrate the simple harmonic motion [13] . More recently, Suwarno (2017) used Tracker to analyse the rotating movement of the fidget spinners [14] . In these experiments, the position as a function of time of the moving object is video captured and, by using functions from the Tracker's library, the phenomena can be simulated. Tracker allows to compare the graphs of the video-based experimental data with the simulations.
In this work, Yang-na seed samples were collected within the campus area of Walailak University, Nakhon Si Thammarat, Thailand. We experimentally drop the seed sample from a fixed height and demonstrate that a vertical motion of a seed can be completely described by assuming that the drag forces exerting on the seed depend only on the velocity. In Sec.(II), we start by considering a free-body diagram of the seed and derive equations of motion (EoMs) to physically parametrize the vertical motion of the seed, mathematically. We then analytically figure out exact solutions of the EoMs describing the its behavior. In Sec.(III), we display our experimental setup in order to obtain real data. In Sec.(IV), we perform experimental analysis. In this section, we also confront our predicted solutions with the experimental data obtained by the use of Tracker. Finally, we conclude our finding in the last section.
II. BACKGROUND EQUATION AND THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS
In this work, we consider the objects (Dipterocarpus alatus seeds) which are falling under the influence of not only gravity but also the drag forces. We assume the later are functions of the velocity. The free-body diagram of the falling is displayed in Fig.(1) . From the free-body diagram, we can deduce the forces exerting on the object by two intervals, i.e. t 0 → t * and t * → t * * . The first interval represents the time of flight just after the falling (t 0 ) to just before the auto-rotation (t * ); whilst the second one is the one from its rotating to its terminal velocity (t * * ). We call the first interval "falling and flipping"and the second one "auto-rotation". 
A. Falling and flipping
Let us first consider the first interval, i.e., falling and flipping, and assume the forces F 1 = F D + F g . Therefore its equation of motions takes the form:
where m represents the mass of the object, a is the gravitational acceleration, F D and F g are drag and gravitational forces, respectively. Notice that when neglecting the drag forces, the object is free falling. In this work, we assume that the center of gravity of the flight is always aligned along the vertical line illustrated in Fig.(1) . In order to describe the motion, we assume that the drag forces take the form
which yields a correct direction of the drag force per se. Here parameters b and k are the drag coefficients and v is the velocity of the seed pointing downward. Therefore, we can write
where for convenience we have considered the modulus of the vector quantities that are functions of time, t, explicitly. Although a rotational motion of the seed is also interesting, we have only considered the vertical motion of the seed and leave this topic for further investigation. For the time being, we would suggest the readers for this particular topic to Ref. [3] for different seeds. We also in this work assume that an acceleration in x-direction can be approximately omitted. In terms of displacement in y-direction, We can simply recast the above equation to yield
It is possible to quantify the solution of Eq. (4) and it can be analytically solved to obtain
where we have defined time-independent variables A and B such that
Note that the drag coefficients b and k will be determined by fitting the above predicted solution given in Eq. (5) with the experiment.
B. Auto-rotation
As mentioned in Ref. [3] , an efficient physical mechanism that enables slowing down the descent is rotation reducing the transnational kinetic energy. The seeds attain high lift by generating a stable leading-edge vortex (LEV) as they descend [15] . Next let us turn to the second interval. As suggested in the literature, the drag force in this case is proportional to the square of velocity, e.g. [9] , and we therefore assume the force exerting on the object takes the form
This force is the so-called aerodynamic lift vector force. During its rotation, normal fluid flow is operated by the lift forces. Hence the drag forces are in opposite direction of the flow. More precisely, the gravitational potential energy of a falling seed dissipates mostly through transformation into rotational kinetic energy effectively inducing an aerodynamic lift. Note here that a lift coefficient k can be related to the wing reference system proposed by Ref. [5, 9] 
where ρ be the air density, l the length of the seed's wing, while π (l sin β) 2 is the cross-sectional area of the aerodynamic object, β is the angle of inclination of the flat wing with respect to the vertical, and denotes the angle of total deviation of the air stream coming from below when interacting with the inclined wing of the falling seed. Finally, α is the angle that the aerodynamic lift force forms with the vertical directions. It is worth noting that the behavior of the seed depends on multiple parameters, e.g. {l, m, β, , α} but in this work we keep them fixed for each falling and the impact of {β, , α} towards the motion can be basically omitted.
Therefore the net vertical force component on the seed is then the difference −mg + F L . A straightforward application of the Newton's second law yields m d 2 y 2 (t)
whose general exact the solutions take the form
where y * = y 2 (t = t * ). Here a lift coefficient k can be numerically obtained using the experimental analysis in Sec.(IV).
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup, as shown in Fig.(2) , consists of a light panel, a high speed shutter camera: Model(EX-FH100), and a screen. The light panel consists of 4 LED spotlights at each corner and 10 arrays of LED. The LED light source is supplied by a 12V battery to generate stationary light at 400-800 Lux. The height of the camera and distance between camera and the screen are 1.5 and 2.5 m respectively. At the beginning of the experiment, a Yang-na seed is released vertically at 3.0 m height above the floor in a close room without air flow. The digital camera is set to record in the audio-video-interleave (.avi) format at 240 frames per second (fps). The physical resolution of our video is about 9.78 × 10 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Before performing any further analysis, let's summarize what we have for the background solutions and this is required to contact with the experiment. We use the experimental data to determine all unknown parameters that we demonstrate below. We conclude the predicted solutions as follows:
where we have already defined all parameters in Sec.(II). We note here that only the first term of Eq. (2) is partially fitted to the experimental data. Therefore, some additional compliment is still required. As a result, in this work, it is clearly confirmed that the second term in the Eq. (2) is an essential part that leads to more complete fitting with the experimental data. Interestingly, we found that our predicted solutions are in excellent agreement with the experiment. To be more precise, the whole trajectory of the falling seed of Yang-na can be completely parametrized by our solutions given in Eq.(11). From Table (I) , we clearly observed that the term of drag force bv is dominant in the first interval of falling, from phase A to phase B in Fig.(4) . The greater the drag force is, the faster Yang-na seed will reach its terminal velocity. Regarding the term of lift force k v 2 , the three Yang-na seeds display approximately similar values of k . Every seed takes about 0.1 s to achieve its terminal velocity in the auto-rotation flight of the second interval. Remarkably, the drag coefficient k of kv 2 does not play much role in the experiment. However it cannot be negligible . This is so since such a term is essential in a completed fitting the entire trajectory. Moreover, we observe that k pretty much depends on the ratio l 2 /m. Therefore using the measured parameters of l and m from Table (I), we discover that the values of k are not significantly distinct among all three seeds.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We performed analytical and experimental investigation of the vertical motion of Dipterocarpus alatus seed, locally so-called Yang-na. In this work, we assumed the drag forces exerting on the Yang-na seeds depend on the velocity. We figured out the equation of motion and analytically solved to obtain the exact solutions. Interestingly, we found that our predicted solutions are in excellent agreement with the experiment. As a result, the whole vertical trajectory of the falling seed of Yang-na can be completely parametrized by our predicted solutions. The perfect agreement between our predicted solutions and experimental data has been illuminatingly displayed in Fig.(5) . Figure 5 : A complete flight sequencealling trajectory of the Yang-na seed. The trajectory comprises of two intervals: a falling and flipping motion (A to B) followed by an auto-rotation flight (B to C). At the beginning of each interval, the seed descents with an accelerated behavior (A to A and B to B ) which is then followed by the seed motion occupied by its terminal velocity (A to B and B to C).
We observed that the lift force generated in the wing-seed system is proportional to the velocity squared. As a result, our framework constitutes the complete template for vertical motions of any seed with an arbitrary number of wings which can be effectively described by our predicted solutions given in Eq. (11) . To be more precise, the vertical behavior of such wing seeds could be completely satisfied by our exact solutions. A straightforward verification can be directly done by following our scenario. In addition, regarding the Yang-na motion, one can examine rotational motion by following the framework done by Ref. [16] for different types of wing seeds to examine the angular speed. We strongly believe that our results can basically be generalized to vertical flight model of all wing seeds with external wind. However, this requires further experimental validation. In addition, the present work initiates the extension to broad circumstances, e.g. physics education. Noticeably, our model completely facilitates a high predictable nature of a Yang-na's vertical motion and can be translated to the rehabilitation and sustainable management of the Yang-na population to ameliorate the forest decline.
Our highlight is threefold: (1) The studies related to the vertical motion of flying seed have been investigated so far. However our work is the first achievement which completely explain entire flight sequence. In addition, we demonstrate that theory and experiment can simply be reconciled. We employ mathematical model based on a simple Newtons law to unravel the nature of Dipterocarpus alatus seed. We mathematically and physically proves that the seed of Dipterocarpus alatus travels vertically straight downward without deflection. Having assumed the center of gravity always situated along the vertical axis, we derive equations of motion to obtain the exact solution which perfectly agree with the experimental observation. This could be an explanation supporting the poor dispersion nature of Dipterocarpus alatus seed. Moreover, our mathematical model can be generalized to describe any type of wing seeds. (2) We believe that our achievement will be valuable to the large community of STEM/STEAM education to promote an understanding in the topic integrating mathematics, physics, biology, art and technology. Our framework constitutes learning model to improve the ability of creative thinking, analytical thinking and problem solving skills on the concept of forces and motion applicable from high school to college levels and (3) Our model completely facilitates a high predictable nature of a Dipterocarpus alatus seeds vertical motion and can be translated to the rehabilitation and sustainable management of the seed population to ameliorate the forest decline.
